INTRODUCTION
============

With the lowest oxidation potential among all the nucleobases, guanine (G) is extremely redox-active and plays central roles in the processes of DNA oxidative damage ([@R1], [@R2]) and DNA charge transfer ([@R3]--[@R5]). Upon the interaction of photoexcitation ([@R6]--[@R8]) or under the attack of potent radical oxidants ([@R1], [@R2], [@R9]--[@R13]), G is subject to a facile loss of an electron and forms a cation radical G^+•^ (hole) in the DNA strand, initiating the hole transfer that makes DNA a charge transfer wire ([@R4], [@R14]) or leading to a cascade of DNA oxidative damage events ([@R15]). As is well known, G^+•^ may deprotonate or undergo nucleophilic addition reactions of water addition, leading to a variety of guanine lesion products (for example, 8-oxoG, FAPY-G, imidazolone, and oxazolone) ([@R2], [@R16]) associated with the occurrence of degenerative diseases, cancer, and aging ([@R15]). Knowing the mechanisms and dynamics of guanine oxidation is critically important to understand DNA oxidative damage in the biological cellular process ([@R2], [@R15]) as well as to the development of DNA-based electrochemical devices ([@R4], [@R14]).

The formation of the oxidized radical product G^+•^ not only is a direct one-electron oxidation process but also frequently follows intricate mechanisms involving ion-pair intermediates, which are yet to be ascertained. In the photoinduced charge injection or electron transfer process in DNA, it is generally assumed that photoexcitation induces a charge separation between the intercalated photosensitizer and an adjacent guanine base, leading to a contact radical ion pair as the crucial intermediate ([@R17]--[@R21]). The ion pair is short-lived as a consequence of ultrafast charge recombination, a process that is strongly distance-dependent ([@R19]--[@R21]). In another aspect, when an oxidizing radical reacts with DNA guanine in aqueous media, the ion-pair mechanism may be invoked largely. For the hydroxyl radical OH^•^ oxidizing guanine, although never detected, a metastable ion-pair intermediate G^+•^⋯OH^−^ with a different structure and character from G^+•^ alone was predicted theoretically by density functional theory (DFT) calculations ([@R22]). After the initial addition of OH^•^ at C4═C5 double bond of guanine ([@R1], [@R22], [@R23]), charge separation between G and OH^•^ would lead to the formation of a metastable intermediate, the ion-pair G^+•^⋯OH^−^, which exists as local energy minimum in the potential energy surface and may play key roles in leading to final oxidation products ([@R1], [@R22], [@R23]). The possible formation of the ion pair could be ascribed to the highly oxidizing capability of the OH^•^ radical ([@R22]) and the ionizing nature of water ([@R24]). Virtually, ion pairing is one of the fundamental phenomena in chemistry and biology ([@R25], [@R26]), and thus, it is of particular interest for chemists to identify and study this species.

Despite their pivotal roles, the unambiguous detection and characterization of this metastable radical ion-pair species remains formidable and unresolved due to the extremely low stability and concentration. Molecular dynamics simulations estimated the lifetime to be \~3 ps for the ion-pair species possibly involved when OH^•^ attacks the exocyclic NH~2~ group of guanine ([@R27]). Even at ultrashort time scales, the intermediate has almost no accumulation of detectable concentration because of its instantaneous conversion into final products. Here, we use the strategy that, at low temperatures, the transient species could be sufficiently stabilized to be detectable spectroscopically. This fact has been extensively used in studying DNA radiation chemistry by electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy ([@R11], [@R12]) and infrared spectroscopy ([@R28]). Moreover, we couple the two techniques (the cryogenic stabilization and the time-resolved laser flash photolysis spectroscopy) together, which permits both the capture of the ion-pair transient and the direct observation of its formation and decay dynamics in real time.

The time-resolved spectroscopy detection at low temperature is nontrivial because it requires the use of conditions that maintain the transparent and homogeneous solution and that permit the transmission of the pump and probe light. The antifreeze agent LiCl is thus required to be dissolved with DNA samples, making an aqueous glassy solution for low-temperature laser flash photolysis experiments. Under this circumstance, radicals such as OH^•^ are inevitably consumed by reacting with the large excess of antifreeze agent LiCl, instead of undergoing reaction with DNA guanine. Alternatively, we use the photolysis of peroxodisulfate to produce SO~4~^−•^, which reacts with LiCl and converts into chlorine radicals instantaneously. The chlorine radicals then react with guanine, initiating DNA guanine oxidation. This is also the normally adopted radical generation method in low-temperature ESR studies ([@R11], [@R12]).

Specifically, the oxidation reactions of guanine in free deoxynucleoside and double-stranded oligonucleotides (dsDNA) by chlorine radicals ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) are examined, from which the radical ion-pair transient G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ is directly observed in the low-temperature transient absorption spectra, showing a unique spectral signature with large absorption magnitude in the visible wavelength (570 nm) that is distinctive from G^+•^ alone. This intense visible absorption band is identified to be specific to the ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ and well rationalized by time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations. It is further discovered that the ion-pair spectrum is highly sensitive to the protonation equilibria and base-pairing interactions in dsDNA, splitting into two resolved bands peaking at 480 and 610 nm as the acidic proton transfers along the central hydrogen bond from G^+•^ to C within the base pair ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We thus use this exquisite sensitivity of the ion-pair spectra to track the dynamics of the proton motion within the GC base pair, the so-called intrabase-pair proton transfer in duplex DNA, which is of critical importance for establishing the proton-coupled charge transfer mechanisms in DNA.

![The ion-pair species formed in the oxidation process of guanine in the G base and in the GC base pair within dsDNA separately.](1700171-F1){#F1}

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Capture of the radical ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ in the oxidation reaction of guanine base monomer
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To prepare chlorine radicals, we adopt the conventional method of SO~4~^−•^ oxidizing Cl^−^ ([Eqs. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} to [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}), where the sulfate radicals SO~4~^−•^ generated from the 355-nm photodissociation of peroxodisulfate anions (S~2~O~8~^2−^) ([@R13], [@R29]) react instantaneously with the high concentration Cl^−^ (7.0 M LiCl present as antifreeze agent) to yield Cl^•^, and Cl^•^, in turn, complexes with Cl^−^ to generate the chlorine radical ion Cl~2~^−•^ ([@R11], [@R12], [@R30]). In this consecutive radical generation process, in principle, almost all of the former two radicals SO~4~^−•^ and Cl^•^ are subject to conversion into Cl~2~^−•^ within the laser pulse duration due to the fast reaction rate constants of [Eqs. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} (10^8^ to 10^9^ M^−1^ s^−1^) ([@R30], [@R31]) and the large concentration of Cl^−^ (7.0 M). It is seen in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (A and B) that the transient absorption band of Cl~2~^−•^ (λ~max~ = 340 nm) ([@R30], [@R32]) reaches its maximum intensity within 20 ns following the laser excitation$$S_{2}{O_{8}}^{2 -}\overset{\text{hv}}{\rightarrow}2{\text{SO}_{4}}^{- \bullet}$$$$\left. {\text{SO}_{4}}^{- \bullet} + \text{Cl}^{-}\rightarrow{\text{SO}_{4}}^{2 -} + \text{Cl}^{\bullet} \right.$$$$\left. \text{Cl}^{\bullet} + \text{Cl}^{-}\rightarrow{\text{Cl}_{2}}^{- \bullet} \right.$$

![Oxidation of G monomer.\
Transient absorption spectra obtained after 355-nm laser flash photolysis of Na~2~S~2~O~8~ + LiCl at 298 K (**A**) and at 230 K (**B**). OD, optical density. Transient absorption spectra obtained after 355-nm laser flash photolysis of Na~2~S~2~O~8~ + LiCl + dG at 298 K (**C**) and at 230 K (**D**). (**E**) Time slice (0.1 μs) of the transient absorption spectra obtained after 355-nm laser flash photolysis of Na~2~S~2~O~8~ + LiCl + dG at different temperatures. (**F**) Normalized absorption changes at 340 and 510 nm after laser flash photolysis of Na~2~S~2~O~8~ + LiCl + dG at 298 K. The concentration of Na~2~S~2~O~8~, LiCl, and dG used in above experiments is 150 mM, 7.0 M, and 4 mM, respectively.](1700171-F2){#F2}

The sucessive reaction of chlorine radical oxidizing deoxyguanosine (dG) was first monitored at room temperature (298 K; [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Because of the efficient reaction with dG, the decay of the Cl~2~^−•^ band at 340 nm is accelerated, which is accompanied by the buildup of a transient feature with broad absorption bands at 310, 390, and 510 nm within \~5 μs. This is the characteristic absorption pattern for G^+•^ and its deprotonated neutral form G(-H)^•^ ([@R13], [@R29], [@R33], [@R34]). The product G^+•^ should result from the one-electron oxidation of G by Cl~2~^−•^ ([Eq. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which is followed by rapid deprotonation (loss of the imino proton) to G(-H)^•^ (1.8 × 10^7^ s^−1^) ([@R33]), as is well known.$$\left. {\text{Cl}_{2}}^{- \bullet} + G\rightarrow 2\text{Cl}^{-} + G^{+ \bullet} \right.$$$$\left. {\text{SO}_{4}}^{- \bullet} + G\rightarrow{\text{SO}_{4}}^{2 -} + G^{+ \bullet} \right.$$$$\left. \text{Cl}^{\bullet} + G\rightarrow\text{Cl}^{-} + G^{+ \bullet} \right.$$

Strikingly, a distinct absorption band pointing to a new species emerges in the transient spectra detected at low temperature (230 K; [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the 340-nm band of Cl~2~^−•^ and its temporal evolution into G^+•^/G(-H)^•^ (310, 390, and 510 nm), a strong absorption band at \~570 nm is observed prominently. There are some observations and facts that are pertinent to the assignment of this new transient. (i) The possibility of this species produced during the radical generation process can be ruled out because no 570-nm transient is seen in the 230 K blank experiment in the absence of dG ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). (ii) The deoxyribose group in dG is inert against radical oxidation, and no reaction signals were detected with the deoxyribose sample in the control experiment. (iii) This 570-nm transient is not ascribed to G^+•^ or G(-H)^•^ that is featured with only weak and flat absorptions above 500 nm. (iv) The possible contribution of sequential oxidation events of guanine can be excluded because the 570-nm transient completes its formation within \~0.1 μs, which is before the slow Cl~2~^−•^ decay and G^+•^/G(-H)^•^ formation. (v) The 570-nm band intensity strongly depends on the temperature and increases markedly with the decreasing temperature ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that it is most likely ascribed to a new transient species with low stability that can only be captured at low temperatures. Here, while allowing the 570-nm transient to be stabilized and captured, the temperatures down to 230 K were tested to maintain the liquid state of solution with sufficient diffusion such that bimolecular reaction between the oxidizing radical and G could occur. When temperatures were lowered further below 200 K, the signal magnitude of transient products decreased because of the less bimolecular reaction events occurring.

For the 570-nm new transient captured at low temperatures, as shown in [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, its formation time is within 0.1 μs and obviously not correlated with the decay of the 340-nm Cl~2~^−•^ band (\~15 μs). The decay of Cl~2~^−•^ corresponds to the one-electron oxidation of G + Cl~2~^−•^ ([Eq. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), with the concomitant formation of the feature product G^+•^/G(-H)^•^ at 390 nm and a slower rate (\~15 μs) than that at room temperature. According to its rise kinetics (\~0.1 μs), the new transient at 570 nm is not from the one-electron oxidation of G by Cl~2~^−•^ but rather originates from a parallel competing reaction, most likely the direct oxidation of G by either of two other highly reactive radicals SO~4~^−•^ and Cl^•^ ([Eqs. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"}) that are before the Cl~2~^−•^ radical generation. Although almost all SO~4~^−•^ and Cl^•^ radicals are presumably converted into Cl~2~^−•^ within \~20 ns, as discussed above, a minor portion of these two predecessor radicals could react directly with G and generate signals in the transient spectra because of the extremely reactive nature of these two radicals in oxidizing G ([@R11]--[@R13], [@R33]--[@R37]).

The possible direct oxidation of G by SO~4~^−•^ or Cl^•^ can also be manifested by the room temperature kinetics of the formation of G^+•^/G(-H)^•^ radicals. As shown in [Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the growth of the transient absorbance at 510 nm associated with the G^+•^/G(-H)^•^ radicals is characterized by two kinetic components. The slow component is correlated with the 340-nm decay of Cl~2~^−•^ ([Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and, hence, corresponds to the oxidation of G by Cl~2~^−•^. The rate constant derived from the slow component (\~1 × 10^8^ M^−1^ s^−1^) is consistent with that reported for the Cl~2~^−•^ + G reaction ([@R38]). In contrast, the fast component is beyond the time resolution of the experiment (nanoseconds) and supposedly ascribed to a faster oxidizing reaction, either SO~4~^−•^ + G ([Eq. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) or Cl^•^ + G ([Eq. 6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The reaction rate constant of SO~4~^−•^ + G ([Eq. 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is 7.2 × 10^9^ M^−1^ s^−1^ ([@R33]). The reaction rate constant of Cl^•^ with heteroaromatic compounds is two to three orders of magnitude larger than that found for Cl~2~^−•^, falling into the diffusion-controlled limit ([@R35]--[@R37]).

Furthermore, the control experiment (fig. S1) points only to the Cl^•^ + G reaction as the source to the strong 570-nm transient and rules out the reaction of SO~4~^−•^ + G as the contributor. This new 570-nm transient can be reasonably ascribed to a low stability intermediate of the Cl^•^ + G reaction, given the fact that Cl^•^ is known to have the tendency of forming adducts with aromatic compounds (benzene, pyridine, etc.), leading to a short-lived weakly bound π-complex or σ\*-complex ([@R35], [@R37], [@R39]). For the reaction of Cl^•^ with pyridine, it was suggested that the Cl-pyridine complex may involve weak electron donation by the pyridine to Cl^•^ ([@R35]), similar to the charge separation predicted for the OH-guanine adduct that leads to the ion-pair intermediate G^+•^⋯OH^−^ ([@R22]). Analogously, G is a heteroaromatic compound and its reaction with Cl^•^ should proceed through addition mechanism and result into an adduct with the ion-pair (G^+•^⋯Cl^−^) character ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Is the transient feature at 570 nm ascribed to the ion-pair intermediate G^+•^⋯Cl^−^? To aid the assignment, we performed CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\* level of calculations to characterize the structure and spectral properties of the ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^. According to the fully optimized geometry ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ adopts a configuration in which the Cl atom is situated above the C4═C5 bond at a distance of 2.8 and 2.6 Å from C4 and C5 atoms of guanine. Vibrational frequencies for this complex are all positive, confirming its identity as a metastable intermediate but not as a transition state structure. Furthermore, the calculations of charge distribution and spin density ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, A, C, and D) characterize the nature of this complex as the ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^. On the basis of the fully optimized geometry, the vertical excited-state ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectra for G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ were calculated, and two absorption bands predicted ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The intense absorption band in the visible at 584 nm (47β→48β transition, ππ\* in nature) has a much larger oscillator strength (*f* = 0.115) than the weak band in the UV at 329 nm (42β→48β transition, ππ\*, *f* = 0.042) ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, fig. S2, and table S1). The predicted strong transition at 584 nm coincides with the intense 570-nm absorption band observed at low temperatures ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), corroborating the spectral assignment for the ion-pair transient G^+•^⋯Cl^−^. These results agree well with the TD-DFT calculations for the analogous species G^+•^⋯OH^−^ (with absorption maxima at \~580 nm) in the reaction of OH^•^ with G ([@R22]). Thus, the much stronger absorption in the visible (\~580 nm) than in the UV is specific to the ion-pair species, whereas G^+•^ alone absorbs weakly at \~500 nm but strongly in the UV region (300 to 400 nm) ([@R33], [@R34]).

![Computation results.\
(**A**) Geometry of the ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\* level. Charge distribution analyzed through the natural bond orbital (NBO) scheme at the same level is indicated. (**B**) TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\* calculated absorption spectrum of G^+•^⋯Cl^−^. MOs corresponding to the transition at 584 nm are also shown. Spin density distributions of G^+•^ (**C**) and G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ (**D**). NBO and spin density analysis confirms the ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ nature, showing that, upon the complex formation, charge separation occurs between G (+0.4\|*e*\|) and Cl (−0.4\|*e*\|), and the spin density is transferred from Cl to G, with the unpaired spin being largely localized on the guanine moiety as that for G^+•^. Carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine, and hydrogen atoms are denoted with gray, red, blue, green, and white balls, respectively.](1700171-F3){#F3}

It shows here for G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ and in previous theoretical work for G^+•^⋯OH^−^ that the ion-pair species result in a distinct absorption band in the visible region compared to G^+•^ alone ([@R22]). This can be understood from quantum theory in terms of Fermi's golden rule (λ∝\|*H*\|^2^). The transition probability λ is proportional to the square of the "matrix element" for the transition *H*, which represents the strength of the coupling between the initial and final state of a system. If the molecular orbitals (MOs), corresponding to the initial state and final state, overlap strongly in space, the transition would have large matrix elements, *H*. Therefore, an electronic transition will proceed more easily in view of this type of electron distribution. For free G^+•^, the main MOs involved in the transition at longer wavelengths overlap weakly (fig. S3). In contrast, the relevant MOs in the ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ (fig. S2) and those in G^+•^⋯OH^−^ ([@R22]) overlap strongly in space due to the interaction of Cl or OH with C4═C5 of G and thus enable a characteristic strong transition in the visible wavelength region for this ion-pair species.

Presumably, the ion-pair species is organized and stabilized on the basis of the electrostatic attraction between cation and anion ([@R25], [@R26]). The decay of the 570-nm band should then correspond to the ion-pair dissociation into the separated ions of G^+•^ and Cl^−^, which is accompanied by the G^+•^ deprotonation, as evidenced by the transformation of the initial ion-pair absorption feature at 0.1 μs into the spectral pattern of G(-H)^•^ eventually at \~200 μs ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

By capturing the ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^, the reaction mechanisms of Cl^•^ with G can be elucidated as an addition/charge separation process ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), in which Cl^•^ is added to the C4═C5 double bond of G and charge separation results into G^+•^⋯Cl^−^, the crucial ion-pair intermediate toward the end products. This reaction route is quite similar to that of OH^•^ with G but is different from the direct one-electron oxidation reaction of Cl~2~^−•^ or SO~4~^−•^ with G ([Eqs. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) ([@R1], [@R9]--[@R13], [@R33], [@R34]). It indicates that the oxidation damage reaction of G may follow the addition/charge separation mechanism for radicals (Cl^•^ and OH^•^) that are highly oxidizing and have a strong tendency of forming adducts with aromatic or heteroaromatic compounds. Thus, by capture of the G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ ion-pair intermediate, we provide direct evidence to establish the intricate addition/charge separation mechanism for the radical oxidation reaction of G, which is different from the direct one-electron oxidation mechanism normally adopted before.

Significantly, our experiments here identify that the spectral signature of the radical ion pair (G^+•^⋯Cl^−^) is different from that of G^+•^. The former is featured with a markedly intense absorption band at 570 nm, whereas the latter only absorbs weakly at 500 nm ([@R33], [@R34]). Both species are important hole carrier intermediates invoked in DNA charge injection and charge transport ([@R40]) but were hardly discerned from each other before. In a recent study of the DNA charge transport in diphenylacetylenedicarboxamide (DPA)--A~n~G hairpins induced by excitation of the integrated photosensitizer DPA ([@R40]), a band at 575 nm was observed in the femtosecond transient absorption spectra, and its difference from the spectral pattern of G^+•^ was also noticed but was still assigned to G^+•^ in terms of charge delocalization. In the experiment, the 575-nm band was only observed in DPA-G and DPA-A~1~G, and none in other DPA-A~n~G hairpins when the number of intervening adenine A increased to *n* = 2 to 6 which is an indication that the 575-nm band could be very likely ascribed to the contact ion pair of DPA^−•^--G^+•^ and DPA^−•^--A~1~G^+•^. With the increasing number of intervening A, the electrostatic attraction between DPA^−•^ and G^+•^ is weakened such that the ion-pair spectral feature is removed. Our explicit characterization for the spectral signature of the radical ion pair here can be used to identify this type of important species and distinguish them from other possibly involved transients \[G^+•^, G(-H)^•^, etc.\] in guanine oxidation or DNA hole transfer.

Ion-pair spectra as exquisite markers for tracking the dynamics of intrabase-pair proton transfer in dsDNA oligonucleotides
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We find further that the spectral signature for the ion-pair transient is highly sensitive to the interaction of base pairing in the DNA double helix, where each G base is paired with cytosine (C) through hydrogen bonding. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} displays the transient spectra measured for dsDNA (GC)~6~ being oxidized by Cl^•^/Cl~2~^−•^. The self-complementary sequence (GC)~6~ was used here to ensure identical surroundings for each G or C base in the double helix. At room temperature ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), the spectra are essentially the same as those of the G base monomer oxidation ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The decay of Cl~2~^−•^ at 340 nm is accompanied by the buildup of the G^+•^/G(-H)^•^ radicals at 310, 390, and 510 nm, corresponding to the one-electron oxidation of G by Cl~2~^−•^ in dsDNA. When probed at low temperatures, however, the spectra exhibit features different from those for the G base monomer. As seen in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the characteristic peak at 570 nm for G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ splits into two intense bands peaking at 480 and 610 nm, respectively. The intensities of these two bands increase with the lowering of the temperature ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the feature of an intermediate that can only be stabilized and captured at low temperatures, most likely the metastable ion pair involved in the radical oxidation of dsDNA (GC)~6~.

![Oxidation of G in dsDNA.\
Transient absorption spectra obtained at 298 K (**A**) and at 230 K (**B**) after 355-nm laser flash photolysis of Na~2~S~2~O~8~ + LiCl + dsDNA. (**C**) Time slice (0.1 μs) of the transient absorption spectra obtained after 355-nm laser flash photolysis of Na~2~S~2~O~8~ + LiCl + dsDNA at different temperatures. (**D**) Kinetic curves monitored at 480 and 610 nm after laser flash photolysis of Na~2~S~2~O~8~ + LiCl + dsDNA at 230 K, with the biexponential fits to the data (solid lines). The concentration of Na~2~S~2~O~8~, LiCl, and dsDNA used in above experiments is 150 mM, 7.0 M, and 0.1 mM, respectively.](1700171-F4){#F4}

First, the transient feature at 480 and 610 nm should only be correlated to the oxidation of the G base in the dsDNA (GC)~6~. G in the GC pair should be oxidized in preference to C due to the much lower oxidation potential of G (\~1.29 V) relative to C (\~1.6 V). Moreover, calculations have revealed that GC has a much lower ionization potential value than the individual purine bases, with that of C being raised and G being lowered ([@R41], [@R42]). Control experiments for the oxidation of pure C bases yielded no detectable signals in the transient spectra, neither at room temperature nor at low temperatures, indicating that the C bases in DNA sequence are not involved in the oxidation reaction associated with ion-pair formation. Even assuming that addition occurs with Cl^•^ + C, no charge separation is expected to occur as it did for guanine because of the much higher oxidation potential of cytosine.

Second, if it is ascribed to the ion-pair transient, why does the single absorption peak for G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ at 570 nm with G base monomer split into two bands at 480 and 610 nm in the case of the dsDNA (GC)~6~? A control experiment was performed for the oligonucleotide-(GCGT)~3~, which can only form single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). The transient spectra obtained for the reaction of ssDNA + Cl^•^/Cl~2~^−•^ at 230 K capture only a single absorption band around 570 nm (fig. S4), which is similar to the case for the G base monomer. The absence of the spectral splitting for the ion pair in ssDNA suggests that the base-pairing effect should be responsible for the two bands at 480 and 610 nm with the dsDNA (GC)~6~. In dsDNA when G^+•^ is formed, the effect of base pairing is to transfer the N1 proton of G^+•^ to N3 of C (the so-called intrabase-pair proton transfer; [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) because the protonation p*K*~a~ of N3 in C (4.3) is slightly higher than that of N1 in G^+•^ (3.9) ([@R1]). A prototropic equilibrium (*K*~eq~, \~2.5 at room temperature) exists within the G^+•^:C base pair, where G^+•^ only partially transfers its N1 proton (H^+^) to the N3 site on cytosine (C), forming the proton-transferred species G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^) ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R1], [@R6], [@R9], [@R11], [@R12], [@R33], [@R34]). Therefore, the two protonated structures G^+•^:C and G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^) in equilibrium possibly lead to two different ion-pair species when the Cl^−^ is attached nearby. Given that the characteristic transition in the visible wavelength for the ion-pair species G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ results from the strong electrostatic interaction on MOs, the absorption peak wavelength should be different for the two ion-pair species Cl^−^⋯G^+•^:C↔Cl^−^⋯G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^) when the positive charge is shifted from G to C after the intrabase-pair proton transfer ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, two strong absorption peaks (480 and 610 nm) for these two forms of ion pair are observed in dsDNA (GC)~6~. The peak shift of these two ion-pair forms in dsDNA relative to free G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ in G base monomer should also be related to π-stacking interactions of the neighboring bases along the strand.

![PT mechanism.\
Schematic diagram of the proton transfer (PT) along the central hydrogen bond from G^+•^ to C within G:C base pair (**A**) and when a nearby Cl^−^ is attached (**B**).](1700171-F5){#F5}

Meanwhile, it shows in the first few microseconds (\~3 μs) of the transient spectra ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, B and D) that the decay of the 480-nm band is concomitant with the growth of the 610-nm band. This gives a hint that the process may correspond to the intrabase-pair proton transfer with the transformation from Cl^−^⋯G^+•^:C (480 nm) to Cl^−^⋯G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^) (610 nm). After \~3 μs, the prototropic equilibria are reached, and the two ion-pair species decay monotonically at the time scale of tens of microseconds, which should correspond to the ion-pair dissociation to separated ions of Cl^−^ and G^+•^:C or G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^). The decay of the ion pair in dsDNA is faster than that in the G base monomer, probably because the negative PO~4~^3−^ groups in the DNA backbone tend to weaken the electrostatic attraction within the ion-pair species.

These postulated spectral assignments can be further supported by kinetic measurements. The kinetic curves of the 480- and 610-nm bands at 230 K are displayed in [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. As shown, the transients at 480 nm involve a fast decay process and a slow one, which can be fitted by a biexponential function with rate constants of 3.9 × 10^5^ and 3.0 × 10^4^ s^−1^, respectively. The larger rate constant (3.9 × 10^5^ s^−1^) is consistent with the rate (3.8 × 10^5^ s^−1^) obtained from the fast increase of 610 nm. These two rates as a function of temperature were measured. The Arrhenius plots yield an energy barrier in the range of 1.4 to 1.7 kcal/mol ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, A and B), which agrees with the intrabase-pair proton transfer energy barrier calculated by DFT calculation (1.42 kcal/mol) ([@R43]). These results further confirm that the fast component is correlated to the proton transfer within the base pair G^+•^:C. In addition, the assignment of the 480-nm band to Cl^−^⋯G^+•^:C and the 610-nm band to Cl^−^⋯G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^) is corroborated. Meanwhile, the slower phase of the 480- and 610-nm band should correspond to the ion-pair dissociation, and thus, the slope of the Arrhenius plots (4.7 to 4.9 kcal/mol) gives the dissociation energy of the ion pair ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, A and B).

![Activation energy.\
Arrhenius plots for the temperature dependence (240, 235, 230, and 225 K) of the rate constants (black circle dots, fast phase; blue circle dots, slow phase) obtained from the absorbance changes at 480 nm (**A**) and 610 nm (**B**), with the activation energy indicated. Solid red line is the fit.](1700171-F6){#F6}

When G^+•^ is formed in dsDNA, the proton movement along the hydrogen bond within the GC base pair involves only a slight displacement of the equilibrium position of the bridging proton and thus, in principle, occurs very rapidly at room temperature (estimated reaction period, ≤1 ps) ([@R1], [@R44]). It maintains the proton-shifted resonance structure \[G^+•^:C↔G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^)\] until the proton of C(+H^+^) is released to the surrounding water ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R1], [@R6], [@R9], [@R11], [@R12], [@R33], [@R34]). In the pioneering work of Steenken, the p*K*~a~ of G^+•^ was estimated to be 3.9, and on the basis of the acidity of G^+•^ and basicity of C, a facile proton transfer reaction from N1 of guanine to hydrogen-bonded cytosine within the GC base pair was proposed ([@R1], [@R9]). Later on, nanosecond pulse radiolysis experiments were performed to examine the proton transfer reactions in one electron-oxidized dsDNA oligonucleotides ([@R33], [@R34]). By following the weak absorbance change at 625 nm due to deprotonation of G^+•^ to G(-H)^•^, the overall proton transfer process from G^+•^ to C within GC base pair and from C(+H^+^) to the surrounding water was monitored ([@R33], [@R34]). The measured deprotonation rate constants on the order of 10^6^ to 10^7^ s^−1^ reflect largely the second step of proton release to water, which is the rate-limiting one, whereas the first step of intrabase-pair proton transfer takes place on an approximately picosecond time scale ([@R1], [@R44]) and could not be directly probed by pulse radiolysis. More recently, serial studies with ESR at low temperatures characterized various protonation forms of the one-electron oxidized GC pair in dsDNA ([@R11]). By selective deuteration at C-8 on guanine moiety, ESR spectra at low temperatures identified that the one-electron oxidized G in dsDNA exists as G(N1--H)^•^ or, more accurately, G(N1--H)^•^:C(+H^+^), providing evidence for the occurrence of the intrabase-pair proton transfer. In agreement with the experiment, DFT calculations in the presence of 6 or 11 explicit waters have shown that the free energy for intrabase-pair proton transfer in G^+•^:C becomes favorable upon inclusion of water (Δ*G* = −0.65 kcal/mol) ([@R43]). The zero-point energy--corrected energy barrier for this process was calculated to be 1.42 kcal/mol.

As discussed above, although extensively examined, there is yet no direct experimental detection for the intrabase-pair proton transfer process in real time, owing to the extremely fast rate (estimated reaction period, ≤1 ps) and the fact that the two protonated forms in the chemical equilibrium cannot be distinguished easily with similar spectra ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we have observed the metastable ion-pair intermediates Cl^−^⋯G^+•^:C↔Cl^−^⋯G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^) involved in oxidized dsDNA by means of laser flash photolysis measurements at low temperatures. The sensitive electrostatic interactions of the nearby Cl^−^ on MOs make the two protonated forms in GC pair distinguishable, with two intense absorption peaks (480 and 610 nm) being resolved in the time-resolved spectra. In addition, slowing down the reaction rate at low temperatures, enables the detection of the intrabase-pair proton transfer process ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, B and D). In addition to providing direct spectral evidence, the real-time monitoring allows, for the first time, the kinetic determination of the energy barrier for this process (1.4 to 1.7 kcal/mol). The measured energy barrier agrees well with the high-level computational predictions (1.42 kcal/mol) ([@R43]). Such a low barrier further demonstrates the facile occurrence of intrabase-pair proton transfer (approximately in picoseconds) and its coupling to hole or electron transfer (10^8^ to 10^12^ s^−1^). The mechanisms of long-range charge transfer in DNA moderated by proton transfer ([@R5], [@R11], [@R43]) can thus be substantiated further. Overall, it shows here that the unique spectral feature of an ion pair, which has intense absorption at visible wavelengths and is sensitive to the protonation equilibria, acts as an exquisite probe to characterize the intrabase-pair proton transfer dynamics in dsDNA.

CONCLUSION
==========

In summary, by combining the techniques of cryogenic stabilization and time-resolved laser flash photolysis spectroscopy, we have successfully captured the radical ion-pair transient G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ in the oxidation of guanine in free deoxynucleoside and in dsDNA oligonucleotides by chlorine radicals, providing direct evidence to establish the intricate addition/charge separation mechanism underlying DNA guanine oxidation that is distinct from the direct one-electron oxidation mechanism adopted before. In particular, the unique spectral signature associated with the radical ion-pair G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ is identified, revealing a markedly intense absorption feature peaking at 570 nm in the transient spectra. The strong visible and weak UV absorption pattern is found to be specific to the ion-pair species, providing key knowledge to distinguish the ion pair from other possibly involved transient radicals \[G^+•^, G(-H)^•^, etc.\] in guanine oxidation or DNA hole transfer. Significantly, examination with the oxidized dsDNA (GC)~6~ reveals that the ion-pair spectrum is highly sensitive to the protonation equilibria within the G^+•^:C base pair, splitting into two resolved bands at 480 and 610 nm that correspond to the two protonated forms in equilibrium Cl^−^⋯G^+•^:C↔Cl^−^⋯G(-H)^•^:C(+H^+^). By placement of a nearby counterion Cl^−^, the two protonated forms are allowed to be discerned spectroscopically. The unique ion-pair spectral signature thus provides exquisite markers for tracking the dynamics of intrabase-pair proton transfer in dsDNA that is a critical factor in moderating long-range hole transfer in DNA. By capture of the radical ion pair and explicit identification of its spectroscopic signature, the present work provides direct evidence to ascertain the formation of this crucial intermediate in DNA guanine oxidation and paves the way to study intricate molecular mechanisms in DNA damage and DNA charge transfer using the ion-pair spectroscopic signature.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Materials
---------

dG (Alfa Aesar), sodium persulfate (Na~2~S~2~O~8~; Sigma-Aldrich), sodium perchlorate (NaClO~4~; Sigma-Aldrich), 2′-deoxycytidine (Sigma), and lithium chloride (LiCl; Aladdin) were used as purchased without further purification. The DNA oligonucleotides (GC)~6~ and (GTGC)~3~ were purchased from Sangon Biotech (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. in the polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis--purified form. Single-strand concentrations were determined by monitoring the absorbance at 260 nm in the UV-Vis spectra and using the corresponding extinction coefficients of 101,100 and 107,400 M^−1^ cm^−1^ for (GC)~6~ and (GTGC)~3~, respectively. The sample of dG or the DNA oligonucleotide was dissolved in solution of LiCl (7.0 M) in H~2~O. The dsDNA oligomers in homogeneous aqueous glasses (7.5 M LiCl) have been reported to be in the B conformation ([@R12]). Thus, in our system (homogeneous solutions of oligomers in 7.0 M LiCl), the self-complementary oligomers (GC)~6~ formed a dsDNA conformation. Ultrapure water obtained by Millipore filtration was used as solvent. A total of \~120 or 20 mg of Na~2~S~2~O~8~ was added as the precursor of the initial oxidation radical, which triggered subsequent reactions.

Laser flash photolysis
----------------------

Nanosecond time-resolved transient absorption spectra were measured using a flash photolysis setup Edinburgh LP920 spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments Ltd.) combined with a Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics Lab 170, Newport Corp.). Each measurement was performed in a 1-cm-pathlength quartz cuvette that was put in the Oxford Instruments OptistatDN cryostat and cooled to a certain temperature. The sample was excited by a 355-nm laser pulse (1 Hz; 10 mJ per pulse; full width at half maximum, ≈7 ns). The analyzing light was from a 450-W pulsed xenon lamp. A monochromator equipped with a photomultiplier for collecting the spectral range from 300 to 700 nm was used to analyze the transient absorption spectra. The signals from the photomultiplier were displayed and recorded as a function of time on a 100-MHz (1.25 Gs/s sampling rate) oscilloscope (TDS 3012C, Tektronix), and the data were transferred to a PC. Data were analyzed with online software of the LP920 spectrophotometer. The fitting quality was judged by weighted residuals and reduced χ^2^ value.

The concentration of radicals generated by a single laser pulse (\~6.8 μM), estimated by the SO~4~^−•^ absorbance at 450 nm using an extinction coefficient of 1600 M^−1^ cm^−1^, was much lower than that of G in free deoxynucleoside (4 mM) or oligonucleotides (1.2 mM), excluding the occurrence of sequential oxidation events of guanine.

Calculation methods
-------------------

The geometry was fully optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\* level of theory. The vertical excited-state UV-Vis spectrum of the ion pair was calculated using the TD CAM-B3LYP method based on the geometry optimized at the same level. We used the TD CAM-B3LYP method for geometry optimization and excited-state calculations because the B3LYP functional is not appropriate for long-range interaction involving charge transfer excited states ([@R22], [@R45]). The transition energies for charge transfer states are greatly underestimated by the B3LYP method especially as the distance increases ([@R22], [@R45], [@R46]). The CAM-B3lYP method is a long-range corrected hybrid functional and found to be very successful for studying the excited state of systems involving charge transfer states ([@R46]). All the calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 program package ([@R47]). GaussView molecular modeling software was used to plot the MOs and draw the molecular structure.
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fig. S1. Oxidation of G by SO~4~^−•^.

fig. S2. MOs mainly involved in the electronic transitions of G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ computed at the TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\*//CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\* level.

fig. S3. MOs mainly involved in the electronic transitions of G^+•^ computed at the TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\*//CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\* level.

fig. S4. Oxidation of G in ssDNA.

table S1. Vertical optical transitions of G^+•^⋯Cl^−^ and G^+•^ computed at the TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\*//CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G\*\* level.
